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When Marcello Mariani was a boy growing up in the mediaeval city of Aquila, 
Italy, his teacher would chastise him for responding to exercises in pictures instead 
of words. 
But local artist Fulvio Muzi made an entierly different assessment of the young 
Mariani’s work. He urged Mariani’s mother Pia to send the boy to art school. She 
sacrificed to do so, and at age 60, Mariani is still interpreting the world in his 
hidyosincratic way. 
Whit his bushy, grey beard and gentle eyes, Mariani is archetypal painter. Warm, 
pensive and romantic, he makes the kind of statements that risk sounding 
overblown to antipodean ears and mark him as unmistakably Italian. “One should 
live, eat, sleep make love (in the studio),” he says, but admits he is rarely so 
extravagant. Meal times in Italy are sacred, and the family beckons. 
Mariani’s studio is a former 14th century church, Santa Caterina da Siena, 
generously provided rent-free by the local council. It doubles as a cultural centre, 
used by the likes of Nobel prize winning playwright Dario Fo. With its architraves 
and frescoes, gabled ceilings and dusty nooks, objects of worship and other 
reminders of the perpetual battle between good and evil, the church offers 
Mariani abundant fuel for his temporal obsession. 
Yet it is the triangle, not the cross, that is the key to Mariani’s vigorous, abstracts 
works. A recurring image, stamped in swift, aggressive brush strokes, it represents 
one half of a ruptured hourglass and encapsulates the Italian painter’s disgread 
for the conventional keepers of time. Watches, clocks, hourglesses – to Mariani, 
they are artificial, insignificant gauges. He marks time on a grander, and yet more 
human, scale. “Time doesn’t exist,” he says. “I want to read it in a child, in a tree, in 
the wrinkles on a woman’s face.” 
Mariani draws inspiration from his birthplace Aquila (The Eagle), the magnificent, 
hilltop capital of the Abruzzi region. Here, he lives and works surrounded by the 
signs of time’s eternal passing: windswept walls of 13th-century castles, weathered 
stones of narrow lanes, majestic portals and sculpted facades of century-old 
churches. 
His large, fresco-like canvases, simply entitled Archetipo (Archetype), reflect his 
environment, recalling the texture of crumbling walls, scarred by the elements, to 
reveal rich layers of history beneath. Tiers of color, evoking the rusts, creams and 
characoals of decaying buildings, the blues of the sky and lush greens of grasses 
growing in the cracks of ancient walls, are laid down and scraped away, creating 
a chaotic vision of light and movement. 
Mariani uses his own version of tempera - a dense mixture of lime, river sand, glue 
and pigment - which he paints onto old scraps of canvas salvaged from 
restoration program in his city. Other timeworn Aquila fregments and relics, 
complete the collage - stained and yellowing documents, written in regal, cursive 
hands, antique church missals, pieces of ceiling frescos. His works pay hommage 
to the past and to posterity, to predecessor and progeny, in the infinite dance of 
life. “Where there is history there is life,” he says. 



In an abstract way, Mariani’s works evoke the celebrated frescoes of Giotto and 
Mantegna, but the painter is also influenced by the likes of Francis Bacon and 
Jackson Pollock. And it was American pop artist Robert Rauschenberg who taught 
Mariani to appreciate the beauty of a found object, during a stint inb Rome in the 
late 1950s. “I would bring these old antique papers to Rauschenberg and he’d say, 
‘look how beautiful they are’.” 
Mariani last visited Australia in 1979, to study Aboriginal art and culture. He 
travelled to the Red Centre and was mesmerised by the giant patterns of ochre 
and white indigenous artists designed on their rich, russet earth. His third and latest 
visit here has been sponsored by the Italian Institute of Culture, the Abruzzo Club of 
Melbourne and his home town, Aquila. 
Mariani stresses the importance of artistic ties forged from opposite sides of the 
globe. “Art has to be universal,” he says. “It can’t stop in Melbourne or Aquila, it 
must be a thing for everyone…because the cultured man is less aggressive…he 
understands more, he is sensitive.”


